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Abstract
Essential elements of a low power design environment include means of analyzing the dissipation of a proposed or an existing design, mechanisms for minimizing the power consumption
when needed and techniques to explore the impact of design trade-os on the power consumption, area and performance of a design. This paper describes the state of the art of
CAD tools and methodologies as well as references to nd additional more in-depth technical
information in specic elds and highlights the research areas.

1 Introduction
Low power, yet high-throughput and computationally intensive, circuits are becoming a
critical application domain. One driving factor behind this trend is the growing class of
personal computing devices (digital pens, portable desktops, audio- and video-based multimedia products) as well as wireless communications and imaging systems (personal digital
assistants, personal communicators, smart cards) which demand high-speed computations,
complex functionalities and often real-time processing capabilities with low power consumption. Another crucial driving factor is that excessive power consumption is becoming the
limiting factor in integrating more transistors on a single chip or on a multiple-chip module.
Unless power consumption is dramatically reduced, the resulting heat will limit the feasible
packing and performance of VLSI circuits and systems. Indeed, circuits synthesized for low
power are also less susceptible to run time failures.
In rising to the challenge to reduce power the semiconductor industry has adopted a
multifaceted approach, attacking the problem on three fronts:
Reducing chip and packaging capacitance through process scaling and advanced interconnect substrates such as MCM. This approach can be eective but is very expensive.
Supply voltage scaling. There are some immediate advantages to this approach but
they are not generally scalable without incurring the cost of new IC fab processing.
Furthermore, supply scaling may be contrary to the industry \pull" for voltage standards and may run into fundamental problems when issues such as signal-to-noise are
considered.
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Employing better algorithmic, architectural and design techniques. This approach
promises to be very successful because the investment to reduce power by design is
relatively small in comparison to the other two approaches and because it is relatively
untapped in potential.
Low power VLSI design can be achieved at various levels. For example, at the algorithmic
level, correct data representation and choice of algorithms may signicantly reduce power
consumption. At the system level, inactive hardware modules may be automatically turned
o to save power modules may be provided with the optimum supply voltage and interfaced
by means of level converters some of the energy that is delivered from the the power supply
may be cycled back to the power supply, and module a task may partitioned between various
hardware modules and/or programmable processors so as to reduce the system-level power
consumption. These observations have been experimentally veried and demonstrated by a
number of researchers in various domains such as audio/speech, image/video, telecommunications and networking. However, no automatic procedures for doing this exist.
At the architectural design level, concurrency increasing transformations such as loop
unrolling, pipelining and control ow optimization as well as critical path reducing transformations such as height minimization, retiming and pipelining may be used to allow a
reduction in supply voltage without degrading system throughput Algorithm-specic instruction sets may be utilized that boost code density and minimize switching A Gray code
addressing scheme can be used to reduce the number of bit changes on the address bus Internal busses may be replaced by point-to-point connections to avoid driving a large number
of modules on every bus access Bus architectures with sub 1-volt swing and low standby
current can be used On-chip cache may be added to minimize external memory references
Locality of reference may be exploited to avoid accessing global resources such as memories, busses or ALU's Control signals that are \don't cares" can be held constant to avoid
initiating nonproductive switching.
At the logic level, symbolic states of a FSM can be assigned binary codes to minimize
the number of bit changes in the combinational logic for the most likely state transitions
Common subexpressions with low switching probability values can be extracted Network
don't cares can be used to modify the local expression of a node so as to reduce the switching
activity in the transitive fanout of the node High switching activity nodes may be hidden
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Level
Algorithmic
System

Example Techniques
Correct data representation and choice of algorithms
Power mode management
Application of various energy recovery techniques
Use of optimum supply voltage and level converters for modules
Task partitioning between hardware modules and programmable processors
Architectural
Concurrency increasing transformations
Pipelining, scheduling, module and register assignment
Design of application-specic instruction sets
Use of on-chip cache, Sub 1-volt swing bus architectures
Logic
Power-sensible retiming and state assignment
Two- and multi-level logic optimization targeting low power dissipation
Path balancing, technology mapping and pin assignment for low power
Physical
Low power physical partitioning, oorplanning, placement and routing
Transistor and/or wire sizing, library design
Table 1: Examples of power reduction mechanisms at various levels of abstraction
inside gates during technology mapping Gate resizing, signal-to-pin assignment and I/O
encoding can further reduce the power consumption. At the physical design level, power
may be reduced by appropriate netlist partitioning, placement, global routing, wire sizing
and clock tree generation (see Table 1).
The design for low power problem cannot be achieved without good power prediction
and optimization tools (see Figure 1). The remainder of this paper describes the CAD tools
and methodologies required to eect ecient design for low power during the logic synthesis
and layout optimization. As low power design is a relatively new eld, the paper is targeted
at a wide audience to achieve the following:
Convey an understanding of the breadth and depth of the problem.
Explain the state of the art in CAD tools and methodologies.
Describe the needs and challenges for new CAD tools to support low power design.
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Figure 1: The design ow
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, various power simulation
and estimation techniques are reviewed. In Sections 3 and 4, state of the art in combinational
and sequential logic synthesis and layout optimization targeting low power consumption will
be described. Concluding remarks will be given in Section 5.

2 Power Estimation Techniques
2.1 Sources of Power Dissipation
Power dissipation in CMOS circuits is caused by three sources: the (subthreshold) leakage
current which arises from the inversion charge that exists at the gate voltages below the
threshold voltage, the short-circuit current which is due to the DC path between the supply
rails during output transitions and the charging and discharging of capacitive loads during
logic changes.
The subthreshold current for long channel devices increases linearly with the ratio of
the channel width over channel length and decreases nearly exponentially with decreasing
VGT = VGS ; VT where VGS is the gate bias and VT is the threshold voltage. Several hundred
millivolts of \o bias" (say, 300-400 mV ) typically reduces the subthreshold current to
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negligible values. With reduced power supply and device threshold voltages, the subthreshold
current will however become more pronounced. In addition, at short channel lengths, the
subthreshold current also becomes exponentially dependent on drain voltage instead of being
independent of VDS (see 15] for a recent analysis). The subthreshold current will remain
102 - 105 times smaller than the \on current" even at submicron device sizes.
The short-circuit power consumption for an inverter gate is proportional to the gain of
the inverter, the cubic power of supply voltage minus device threshold, the input rise/fall
time, and the operating frequency 41]. The maximum short circuit current ows when there
is no load this current decreases with the load. If gate sizes are selected so that the input
and output rise/fall times are about equal, the short-circuit power consumption will be less
than 15% of the dynamic power consumption. If, however, design for high performance is
taken to the extreme where large gates are used to drive relatively small loads, then there
will be a sti penalty in terms of short-circuit power consumption.
It is widely accepted that the short-circuit and subthreshold currents in CMOS circuits
can be made small with proper circuit and device design techniques. The dominant source of
power dissipation is thus the charging and discharging of the node capacitances (also referred
to as the dynamic power dissipation) and is given by:
2
Cg Eg (sw)
P = 2TVdd
cycle g
where Vdd is the supply voltage, Tcycle is the clock cycle time, Cg is the capacitance seen by
gate g and Eg (sw) is the expected number of transitions at the output of g per clock cycle.
Calculation of E (sw) is dicult as it depends on (1) the input patterns and the sequence
in which they are applied, (2) the delay model used and (3) the circuit structure.
Switching activity at the output of a gate depends on not only the switching activities
at the inputs and the logic function of the gate, but also on the spatial and temporal
dependencies among the gate inputs. For example, consider a two-input and gate g with
independent inputs i AND j whose signal probabilities are 1/2, then Eg (sw) = 3=8. Now
suppose it is known that only patterns 00 and 11 can be applied to the gate inputs and that
both patterns are equally likely, then Eg (sw) = 1=2. Alternatively, assume that it is known
that every 0 applied to input i is immediately followed by a 1 while every 1 applied to input
j is immediately followed by a 0, then Eg (sw) = 4=9. The rst case is an example of spatial
correlations between gate inputs while the second case illustrates temporal correlations on

X
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gate inputs.
Based on the delay model used, the power estimation techniques could account for steadystate transitions (which consume power, but are necessary to perform a computational task)
and/or hazards and glitches (which dissipate power without doing any useful computation).
It is shown in 1] that although the mean value of the ratio of hazardous component to the
total power dissipation varies signicantly with the considered circuits (from 9% to 38%),
the hazard/glitch power dissipation cannot be neglected in static CMOS circuits. Indeed,
an average of 15-20% of the total power is dissipated in glitching. The glitch power problem
is likely to become even more important in future scaled technology.
In real networks, statistical perturbations of circuit parameters may change the propagation delays and produce changes in the number of transitions because of the appearance
or disappearance of hazards. It is therefore useful to determine the change in the signal
transition count as a function of this statistical perturbations. Variation of gate delay parameters may change the number of hazards occurring during a transition as well as their
duration. For this reason, it is expected that the hazardous component of power dissipation
is more sensitive to IC parameter uctuations than the power strictly required to perform
the transition between the initial and nal state of each node.
The major diculty in computing the signal probabilities is the reconvergent nodes.
Indeed, if a network consists of simple gates and has no reconvergent fanout stems (or nodes),
then the exact signal probabilities can be computed during a single post-order traversal of
the network. For networks with reconvergent fanout, the problem is much more dicult.

2.2 Circuit- and Switch-Level Simulation
Circuit simulation based techniques (20, 39]) simulate the circuit with a representative
set of input vectors. They are accurate and capable of handling various device models,
dierent circuit design styles, dynamic / precharged logic tristate drives, latches, ip-ops,
etc. Although circuit level simulators are accurate, exible and easy-to-use, they suer from
memory and execution time constraints and are not suitable for large, cell-based designs. In
general, it is dicult to generate a compact stimulus vector set to calculate accurate activity
factors at the circuit nodes. The size of such a vector set is dependent on the application
and the system environment 29].
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Circuit-Level Intermediate-Level Switch-Level Logic-Level
Example
SPICE
PowerMill
IRSIM
SIS
Accuracy
++
+
;
;;
Versatility
++
+
;
;;
Eciency
;;
;
+
++
Table 2: Comparing various pattern-dependent simulators
A Monte Carlo approach for power estimation which alleviates this problem has been
proposed in 6]. The convergence time for this approach is quite good when estimating
the total power consumption of the circuit. However, when signal probability (or power
consumption) values on individual lines of the circuit are required, the convergence rate is
not as good.
Switch-level simulation techniques are in general orders of magnitude faster than circuitlevel simulation techniques, but are not as accurate or versatile.
PowerMill 11] is a transistor-level power simulator and analyzer which applies an eventdriven timing simulation algorithm (based on simplied table-driven device models, circuit
partitioning and single-step nonlinear iteration) to increase the speed by two to three orders
of magnitude over SPICE. PowerMill gives detailed power information (instantaneous, average and rms current values) as well as the total power consumption (due to steady-state
transitions, hazards and glitches, transient short circuit currents, and leakage currents). It
also tracks the current density and voltage drop in the power net and identies reliability
problems caused by EM failures, ground bounce and excessive voltage drops.
Entice-Aspen 16] is a power analysis system which raises the level of abstraction for
power estimation from the transistor level to the gate level. Aspen computes the circuit
activity information using the Entice power characterization data as follows. A stimulus le
is to be supplied to Entice where power and timing delay vectors are specied. The set of
power vectors discretizes all possible events in which power can be dissipated by the cell.
With the relevant parameters set according to the user's specs, a SPICE circuit simulation is
invoked to accurately obtain the power dissipation of each vector. During logic simulation,
Aspen monitors the transition count of each cell and computes the total power consumption
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as the sum of the power dissipation for all cells in the power vector path.
In summary, accuracy and eciency are the key requirements for any power analysis
prediction tool. PowerMill and Entice-Aspen are steps in the right direction as they provide
intermediate level simulation that bridges the gaps between circuit-level and switch-level
simulation paradigms (see Table 2).

2.3 Estimation in Combinational Circuits
Estimation under a Zero Delay Model
Most of the power in CMOS circuits is consumed during charging and discharging of the
load capacitance. To estimate the power consumption, one has to calculate the (switching)
activity factors of the internal nodes of the circuit. Methods of estimating the activity factor
En (sw) at a circuit node n involve estimation of signal probability prob(n), which is the
probability that the signal value at the node is one. Under the assumption that the values
applied to each circuit input are temporally independent, we can write:

En (sw) = 2prob(n)(1 ; prob(n)):
Computing signal probabilities has attracted much attention 28, 18, 32, 7, 26]. These
works describe various exact and approximate procedures for signal probability calculation.
Notable among them is the exact procedure given in 7] which is based on the Ordered
Binary-Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) 4]. This procedure which is linear in the size of the
corresponding function graph (the size of the graph, of course, may be exponential in the
number of circuit inputs). The signal probability at the output of a node is calculated by rst
building an OBDD corresponding to the global function of the node and then performing a
postorder traversal of the OBDD using equation:

prob(y) = prob(x)prob(fx ) + prob(x)prob(fx )
where fx and fx are the cofactors of f with respect to x and x, respectively.
The spatial correlation among dierent signals are modeled in 12] where a procedure
is described for propagating signal probabilities from the circuit inputs toward the circuit
outputs using only pairwise correlations between signals and ignoring higher order correlation
terms.
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Max
Mean
RMS
STD

With
Without
Spatial Correlations
With Without With Without
Temporal Correlations
0.0463 0.2020 0.2421 0.2478
0.0115 0.0591 0.0658 0.0969
0.0185 0.0767 0.0722 0.1103
0.0149 0.0505 0.0960 0.0544

Table 3: Eect of spatio-temporal correlations on switching activity estimation
The temporal correlation between values of some signal x in two successive clock cycles
are modeled in 22] by a time-homogeneous Markov chain which has two states 0 and 1 and
four edges where each edge ij (i j = 0 1) is annotated with the conditional probability probxij
that x will go to state j at time t + 1 if it is in state i at time t. The transition probability
prob(xi!j ) is equal to prob(x = i)probxij . The activity factor of line x is expressed in terms
of these transition probabilities as:

Ex(sw) = prob(x0!1 ) + prob(x1!0):
The transition probabilities can be computed exactly using the OBDD representation
of the logic function of x in terms of the circuit inputs. An approximate mechanism for
propagating the transition probabilities through the circuit is also described in 22] which is
more ecient, as the function of each node can be built in terms of the immediate inputs
of that node, but is less accurate. The loss is often small while the computational saving
is signicant. This work is then extended to account for spatio-temporal correlations (i.e.,
spatial correlations between temporally-dependent events).
Table 3 gives various error measures (compared to exact values obtained from exhaustive binary simulation) for pseudo-random input sequences applied to the f51m benchmark
circuit. It can be seen that accounting for either spatial or temporal correlations improves
the accuracy while the most accurate results are obtained by considering both spatial and
temporal correlations.
In summary, the OBDD-based approach is the best choice for signal probability calcula9

tion if the OBDD representation of the entire circuit can be constructed. Otherwise, a circuit
partitioning scheme which breaks the circuit into blocks for which OBDD representations
can be built is recommended. In this case, the correlation coecients must be calculated
and propagated from the circuit inputs toward the circuit outputs in order to improve the
accuracy.
Estimation under a Real Delay Model
The above methods only account for steady-state behavior of the circuit and thus ignore hazards and glitches. This section reviews some techniques that examine the dynamic
behavior of the circuit and thus estimate the power dissipation due to hazards and glitches.
In 17], the exact power estimation of a given combinational logic circuit is carried out
by creating a set of symbolic functions such that summing the signal probabilities of the
functions corresponds to the average switching activity at a circuit line x in the original
combinational circuit. The inputs to the created symbolic functions are the circuit input lines
at time instances 0; and 1. Each function is the exclusive or of the characteristic functions
describing the logic values of x at two consecutive instances. The major disadvantage of this
estimation method is its exponential complexity. However, for the circuits that this method
is applicable to, the estimates provided by the method can serve as a basis for comparison
among dierent approximation schemes.
The concept of a probability waveform is introduced in 5]. This waveform consists of a
sequence of transition edges or events over time from the initial steady state (time 0; ) to the
nal steady state (time 1) where each event is annotated with an occurrence probability.
The probability waveform of a node is a compact representation of the set of all possible
logical waveforms at that node. Given these waveforms, it is straight-forward to calculate
the switching activity of x which includes the contribution of hazards and glitches. Given
such waveforms at the circuit inputs and with some convenient partitioning of the circuit, the
authors examine every sub-circuit and derive the corresponding waveforms at the internal
circuit nodes 27].
A tagged probabilistic simulation approach is described in 35] that correctly accounts
for reconvergent fanout and glitches. The key idea is to break the set of possible logical
waveforms at a node n into four groups, each group being characterized by its steady state
values. Next, each group is combined into a probability waveform with the appropriate
steady-state tag. Given the tagged probability waveforms at the input of a simple gate, it is
10

Zero-delay
Accuracy
Eciency

;;

++

Real Delay
Probabilistic Tagged Probabilistic Symbolic
;
+
++
+
;
;;

Table 4: Comparing various pattern-independent estimators
then possible to compute the tagged probability waveforms at the output of the gate. The
correlation between probability waveforms at the inputs is approximated by the correlation
between the steady state values of these lines. This approach requires signicantly less
memory and runs much faster than symbolic simulation, yet achieves very high accuracy,
e.g., the average error in aggregate power consumption is about 2%.
In summary, symbolic simulation provides the exact switching activity values under a
real delay model. It is however very inecient and impractical, but for small circuits. Probabilistic simulation and its tagged variant constitute the best choice for switching activity
estimation at the gate level (see Table 4).

2.4 Estimation in Sequential Circuits
Recently developed methods for power estimation have primarily focused on combinational
logic circuits. The estimates produced by purely combinational methods can greatly differ from those produced by the exact state probability method. Indeed, accurate average
switching activity estimation for sequential circuits is considerably more dicult than for
combinational circuits, because the probability of the circuit being in each of its possible
states has to be calculated.
The exact state probabilities of a sequential machine are calculated in 37] and 24] by
solving the Chapman Kolmogorov (C-K) equations for discrete-time, discrete-state Markov
process. This method requires the solution of a linear system of equations of size 2N , where
N is the number of ip-ops in the machine. Thus, this method is limited to circuits with
< 15 ip-ops, since it requires the explicit consideration of each state in the circuit.
A framework for exact and approximate calculation of switching activities in sequential
circuits is also described in 25]. The basic computation step is the solution of a non-linear
11

Combinational Techniques
Error
Run Time

30-60%
1

Sequential Techniques
Non-linear Equations C-K Equations
5-10%
None
5-8
Exponential

Table 5: Comparing various power estimation techniques for sequential logic circuits
algebraic system of equations in terms of the signal probabilities of the present state and
combinational inputs of the FSM. The xed point (or zero) of this system of equations can
be found using the Picard-Peano or Newton-Raphson iteration. Increasing the number of
variables or the number of equations in the above system results in increased accuracy. For
a wide variety of examples, it is shown that the approximation scheme is within 1-3% of
the exact method, but is orders of magnitude faster for large circuits. Previous sequential
switching activity estimation methods have signicantly greater inaccuracies (see Table 5).

3 Logic Synthesis for Low Power
Logic synthesis ts between the register transfer level and the netlist of gates specication.
It provides the automatic synthesis of netlists minimizing some objective function subject
to various constraints. Example inputs to a logic synthesis system include two-level logic
representation, multi-level Boolean networks, nite state machines and technology mapped
circuits. Depending on the input specication (combinational versus sequential, synchronous
versus asynchronous), the target implementation (two-level versus multi-level, unmapped
versus mapped, ASICs versus FPGAs), the objective function (area, delay, power, testability)
and the delay models used (zero-delay, unit-delay, unit-fanout delay, or library delay models),
dierent techniques are applied to transform and optimize the original RTL description.
Once various system level, architectural and technological choices are made, it is the
switching activity of the logic (weighted by the capacitive loading) that determines the
power consumption of a circuit. In this section, a number of techniques for power estimation
and minimization during logic synthesis will be presented. The strategy for synthesizing
circuits for low power consumption will be to restructure/ optimize the circuit to obtain low
12

switching activity factors at nodes which drive large capacitive loads.
Both the switching activity and the capacitive loading can be optimized during logic
synthesis. It therefore has more potential for reducing the power dissipation than physical
design. On the other hand, less information is available during logic synthesis, and hence,
factors such as slew rates, short circuit currents, etc. cannot be captured properly. In the
following, we present a number of techniques for power reduction during sequential and
combinational logic synthesis which essentially target dynamic power dissipation under a
zero-delay or a simple library delay model.
Retiming
In 23], it is noted that the ip-op output may make at most one transition when the
clock is asserted. Based on this observation, the authors then describe a circuit retiming
technique targeting low power dissipation. The technique does not produce the optimal
retiming solution as the retiming of a single node can dramatically change the switching
activity in a circuit and it is very dicult to predict what this change will be. The authors
report that the power dissipated by the 3-stage pipelined circuits obtained by retiming for low
power with a delay constraint is about 8% less than that obtained by retiming for minimum
number of ip-ops given a delay constraint.
State Assignment
In the past, many researchers have addressed the encoding problem for minimum area of
two-level or multi-level logic implementations (e.g., NOVA and JEDI). A state assignment
procedure is presented in 30] which minimizes the switching activity on the present state
input lines. This formulation however ignores the power consumption in the combinational
logic that implements the next state and output logic functions. A state assignment technique
that overcomes this shortcoming is presented in 34]. Experimental results on a large number
of benchmark circuits show 10% and 17% power reductions for two-level logic and multi-level
implementations, respectively.
Multi-Level Network Optimization
Network don't cares can be used for minimization of nodes in a boolean network 31].
Two multi-level network optimization techniques for low power are described in 33] and 19].
One dierence between these procedures and the procedure in 31] is in the cost function
used during the two-level logic minimization. The new cost function minimizes a linear combination of the number of product terms and the weighted switching activity. In addition,
13

19] considers how changes in the global function of an internal node aects the switching
activity (and thus, the power consumption) of nodes in its transitive fanout. Power consumption in a combinational logic circuit has been reduced by some 10% as a result of this
optimization.
Common Subexpression Extraction
Extraction based on algebraic division (using cube-free primary divisors or kernels) has
proven to be very successful in creating an area-optimized multi-level Boolean network 3].
The kernel extraction procedure is modied in 30] to generate multi-level circuits with low
power consumption. The main idea is to calculate the power savings factor for each candidate
kernel based on how its extraction will aect the loading on its input lines and the amount of
logic sharing. Results show 12% reduction in power compared to a minimum-literal network.
Path Balancing
Balancing path delays reduces hazards/glitches in the circuit which in turn reduces the
average power dissipation in the circuit. This can be achieved before technology mapping by
selective collapsing and logic decomposition or after technology mapping by delay insertion
and pin reordering.
The rationale behind selective collapsing is that by collapsing the fanins of a node into
that node, the arrival time at the output of the node can be changed. Logic decomposition
can be performed so as to minimize the level dierence between the inputs of nodes which
are driving high capacitive nodes. The key issue in delay insertion is to use the minimum
number of delay elements to achieve the maximum reduction in spurious switching activity.
Path delays may sometimes be balanced by appropriate signal to pin assignment. This is
possible as the delay characteristics of CMOS gates vary as a function of the input pin which
is causing a transition at the output.
Technology Decomposition
It is dicult to come up with a decomposed network which will lead to a minimum power
implementation after technology mapping since gate loading and mapping information are
unknown at this stage. Nevertheless, it has been observed that a decomposition scheme
which minimizes the sum of the switching activities at the internal nodes of the network, is
a good starting point for power-ecient technology mapping.
Given the switching activity value at each input of a complex node, a procedure for AND
decomposition of the node is described in 36] which minimizes the total switching activity in
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the resulting two-input AND tree under a zero-delay model. The decomposition procedure
(which is similar to Human's algorithm for constructing a binary tree with minimum average weighted path length) is optimal for dynamic CMOS circuits and produces very good
results for static CMOS circuits. It is shown that the low power technology decomposition
reduces the total switching activity in the networks by 5% over the conventional balanced
tree decomposition method.
Technology Mapping
A successful and ecient solution to the minimum area mapping problem was suggested
in 21] and implemented in programs such as DAGON and MIS. The idea is to reduce
technology mapping to DAG covering and to approximate DAG covering by a sequence of
tree coverings which can be performed optimally using dynamic programming.
The problem of minimizing the average power consumption during technology mapping
is addressed in 36]. This approach consists of two steps. In the rst step, power-delay
curves (that capture power consumption versus arrival time tradeos) at all nodes in the
network are computed. In the second step, the mapping solution is generated based on
the computed power-delay curves and the required times at the primary outputs. For a
NAND-decomposed tree, subject to load calculation errors, this two step approach nds the
minimum area mapping satisfying any delay constraint if such a solution exists. Compared
to a technology mapper that minimizes the circuit delay, this procedure leads to an average
of 18% reduction in power consumption at the expense of 16% increase in area without any
degradation in performance.
Figures 2 and 3 compare the results of this power-delay mapper with the area-delay
mapper of 9] for the s832 benchmark circuit. From Figure 2, we can see that the powerdelay mapper reduces the number of high switching activity nets at the expense of increasing
the number of low switching activity nets. From Figure 3, we can see that for the remaining
high switching activity nets, the power-delay mapper reduces the average load on the nets.
By taking these two steps, this mapper minimizes the total weighted switching activity and
hence the total power consumption in the circuit.

15

Figure 3: Average load per net vs. switching rate for s832
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Signal-to-Pin Assignment
In general, library gates have pins that are functionally equivalent which means that
inputs can be permuted on those pins without changing function of the gate output. These
equivalent pins may have dierent input pin loads and pin dependent delays. It is well
known that the signal to pin assignment in a CMOS logic gate has a sizable impact on the
propagation delay through the gate.
If we ignore the power dissipation due to charging and discharging of internal capacitances, it becomes obvious that high switching activity inputs should be matched with pins
that have low input capacitance. However, the internal power dissipation also varies as a
function of the switching activities and the pin assignment of the input signals. To nd the
minimum power pin assignment for a gate g, one must solve a dicult optimization problem 38]. Alternatively, one can use heuristics, for example, a reasonable heuristic assigns
the signal with largest probability of assuming a controlling value (zero for NMOS and one
for PMOS) to the transistor near the output terminal of the gate. The rationale is that
this transistor will switch o as often as possible, thus blocking the internal nodes from
non-productive charge and discharge events.
Table 6 summarizes the reported or predicted (in one-three years) power reduction as a
result of various logic synthesis steps. The percentage reduction is given based on our current
low power design tools at USC, reported results in the literature, or our preliminary studies.
Note that the power savings at the dierent design phases are, in the best case, additive. For
example, a 10% power savings from network optimization together with a 15% power savings
from state assignment will yield a total power savings of (1 ; 0:9  0:85)  100 = 23:5%.
However, more often than not, the total power savings is less, say in this example 20%, since
the various optimizations may adversely aect each other.

4 Physical Design for Low Power
Physical design ts between the netlist of gates specication and the geometric (mask)
representation known as the layout. It provides the automatic layout of circuits minimizing
some objective function subject to given constraints. Depending on the target design style
(full-custom, standard-cell, gate arrays, FPGAs), the packaging technology (printed circuit
boards, multi-chip modules, wafer-scale integration) and the objective function (area, delay,
17

Optimization
% Power Reduction
Retiming
10-15
State Assignment
15-30
Two-Level Minimization
10-25
Network Optimization
10-20
Subexpression Extraction
10-30
Path Balancing
5-10
Technology Decomposition
5-10
Technology Mapping
20-40
Pin Assignment
10-15
Table 6: Power reduction due to logic synthesis
power, reliability), various optimization techniques are used to partition, place, resize and
route gates.
Under a zero-delay model, the switching activity of gates remains unchanged during
layout optimization, and hence, the only way to reduce power dissipation is to decrease the
load on high switching activity gates by proper netlist partitioning and gate placement, gate
and wire sizing, transistor reordering, and routing. At the same time, if a real-delay model is
used, various layout optimization operations inuence the hazard activity in the circuit. This
is however a very dicult analysis and optimization problem and requires further research.
Circuit Partitioning
Netlist partitioning is key in breaking a complex design into pieces which are subsequently
optimized and implemented as separate blocks. In general, the o-block capacitances are
much higher than the on-block capacitances (one to two orders of magnitude). It is therefore
essential to develop partitioning schemes that keep the high switching activity nets entirely
within the same block as much as possible. Techniques based on local neighborhood search
(e.g., the FM heuristic 13]) can be easily adapted to do this. In particular, it is adequate to
assign net weights based on the switching activity values of the driver gates and then nd a
minimum cost partitioning solution.
Floorplanning
18

Floorplanning plays an important role during layout optimization as it determines the
interface characteristics (shape, size, I/O locations) and positions of custom or semi-custom
blocks in a hierarchical design environment. A oorplanner that considers power management is described in 8]. The idea is to generate a set of power-indexed shape functions and
then use implementations for each exible module that satises the timing constraints while
minimizing the dynamic power dissipation. In addition, this work considers constraints to
mitigate power line noises and thermal reliability problems. Results show 18% reduction in
power and more smoothly distributed power dissipation over the oorplan area compared
to conventional oorplanners with the same delay constraint. There is however a small area
penalty.
Placement
A performance driven placement algorithm for minimizing the power consumption is
presented in 40]. The problem is formulated as a constrained programming problem and is
solved in two phases: global optimization and slot assignment. The objective function used
during either phase is the total weighted net length where net weights are calculated as the
expected switching activities of gates driving the nets. Constraints on total path delays are
also accounted for. On average, this procedure reduces power consumption by about 10%
at the expense of 2% increase in circuit delay compared to a placement program minimizing
the total interconnection length.
Routing
Routing for low power can be performed by net weighting where again the net weights are
derived from the switching activity values of the driver gates. The nets with higher weights
are more critical and should be given priority during routing.
Gate Sizing
The treatment of gate sizing problem is closely related to nding a macro-model which
captures the main features of a complex gate (area, delay, power consumption) through a
small number of parameters (typically, width or transconductance). The rst major contribution to transistor sizing problem was the work done in TILOS 14]. This optimization
technique is greedy in the sense that they pick a path which fails to meet the timing requirements, and resize some transistor on the path so as to meet the constraint. The procedure
is iterated until all timing constraints are satised or no further optimization is possible. A
novel approach to gate sizing is described in 2]. This approach linearizes the path-based
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timing constraints and uses a linear programming solver to nd the global optimum solution.
Wire Sizing
Wiresizing and/or driver sizing are often needed to reduce the interconnect delay on
time-critical nets. Wiresizing however tends to increase the load on the driver and hence increase the power dissipation. 10] presents a combined wiresizing and driver sizing approach
which reduces the interconnect delay with only a small increase in the power dissipation.
Experimental results show that for the same delay constraint, this approach reduces the
power by about 10% when compared to the conventional method of driver sizing only. Alternatively, this approach produces delay values which are up to 40% lower when compared
to the conventional method (at the cost of increasing the power dissipation by 25%).
Clock Tree Generation
Clock is the fastest and most heavily loaded net in a digital system. Power dissipation of
the clock net contributes a large fraction of the total power consumption. A two-level clock
distribution scheme based on area pad technology for MCMs is described in 42]. The rst
level of the tree is routed on the MCM substrate connecting the clock source to the clock
area pads while the second level tree lies inside each die with the area pads as the source.
The objective is to minimize the load on the clock drivers subjects to meeting a tolerable
clock skew. A signicant power reduction (70% for one benchmark circuit) over the method
with one clock pad per die is reported by using this scheme.
Table 7 summarizes the reported or predicted (in one-three years) power reduction as a
result of various layout synthesis steps.

5 Concluding Remarks
The need for lower power systems is being driven by many market segments. There are
several approached to reducing power, however the highest Return On Investment approach
is through designing for low power. Unfortunately designing for low power adds another
dimension to the already complex design problem the design has to be optimized for Power
as well as Performance and Area.
Optimizing the three axes necessitates a new class of power conscious CAD tools. The
problem is further complicated by the need to optimize the design for power at all design
phases. The successful development of new power conscious tools and methodologies requires
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Optimization
% Power Reduction
Circuit Partitioning
10-30
Floorplanning
15-25
Placement
10-15
Routing
5-10
Transistor / Gate Sizing
10-30
Wire Sizing
10-25
Clock Tree Generation
10-30
Table 7: Power reduction due to layout optimization
a clear and measurable goal. In this context the research work should strive to reduce power
by 5-10x in three years through design and tool development. That is, any power reduction
through process scaling or voltage scaling should be above and beyond the 5-10x goals.
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